Success as lawyer depends on applying right case law

Case law in general, and Zambian specific in particular, is one of the tools that lawyers can use to defend their clients against injustices. In order to be effective, lawyers need to be well-versed in the correct case law.

Furthermore, it is important for lawyers to be aware of the legal landscape and to understand the role of case law in judicial decision-making. This includes being able to analyze and identify relevant cases, and to critically assess the reasoning behind judicial decisions.

In addition, lawyers need to be able to articulate their clients' positions effectively, using clear and concise language, and to present strong arguments in support of their clients' claims or defenses.

Correspondence:

WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR WRITING SKILLS?

Read up on legal writing and research to improve your ability to present arguments effectively. Consider taking a course in legal writing and research or seeking guidance from a mentor or experienced attorney.

Read in different genres, such as fiction, non-fiction, and legal writing, to gain a better understanding of the different styles and techniques used in legal writing.

Finally, it is important for lawyers to stay informed about new developments in the law, including changes in case law, by regularly reading legal journals and attending legal conferences.

The author is a retired High Court judge.
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